
To boost the flavor of electromagnetics, we accompanied many problems with short Matlab code acting as a 
calculator and result illustrator. We completely ignored the description of algorithms behind the codes 
because they are often quite complicated and required ample, very sophisticated as well abstract mathematical 
specifics poorly helping to understand the physical picture. Such approach let us shift the focus from the often 
emasculated and practically fruitless problems to more complicated but close to practical tasks. We hope that 
it helps to visualize typically invisible EM fields and stimulate in-depth analysis and following discussion of 
the fundamental principles. Projecting images onto a big screen, the lectures may organize whole class 
conversation making the audience to be significantly engaged.  
We cheer our readers to look through Matlab scripts to discover and sophisticate the algorithm embedded in 
them. We encourage to use the student edition of MATLAB and CST STUDIO SUITE® to get better problem 
understanding. Sorry for compact transcription of scripts that is dictated by the blog environment. A better 
readable version of scripts will be sent to you upon request left on the Contact page.  
 

Sections 1.5.2 - 1.7.2 Stationary Magnetic Fields  

1.1M H-fields due to a steady electric current carried by the infinitely long conductive wire in the z-
direction. Suppose a current I flows along an infinitely long straight wire of radius r. Look for the solution at 

the expression (1.67) in Section 1.6.16. Sketch out the 2D equipotential 
lines of H-force (the same for   𝑩𝑩 = 𝜇𝜇0𝑯𝑯 in a homogeneous, isotropic 
medium) produced by the wire in the XY-plane. Then copy, paste, and run 
the following script into Matlab Command Window and compare the plot 
with your sketch. Explain differences if you found them. Examine two 
cases: the thin wire (r = 0.01m, for example) and relatively thick wire of r 
= 0.1m. Explain why the H-force lines and the equipotential line of |H(x,y) 
are azimuthally symmetric and the concentric circles in the XY-plane 
centered on the wire. Is it true that H-field appears as if one had a 
filamentary current inside the wire? Where do you need to place it?  How 
are the H-fields oriented relative to the wire? Where and why is the 
maximum strength of H-fields located? How and why does this strength 
depend on the wire diameter (Hint. Check the colorbar maximum and the 
expression (1.67))?  

 
clc; close all; clear;  
r=input('Enter the wire radius r [m]:  '); I= input('Enter the electric current I value [A]:  '); 
N=input('Enter the number of segments N <= 300:  '); 
x = linspace(-4*r,4*r,N); y = linspace(-4*r,4*r,N); [X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y); 
R=@(X,Y) sqrt(X.^2+Y.^2);  Hx =-I*((Y./R(X,Y))./(2.*pi.*R(X,Y))); Hx(X.^2+Y.^2<=r^2)=nan; 
Hy =I*((X./R(X,Y))./(2.*pi.*R(X,Y))); Hy(X.^2+Y.^2<=r^2)=nan; 
f3=figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); grid minor; hold all 
for jj=2:2:10; [~,hContour]=contour(X,Y,sqrt(Hx.^2+Hy.^2),200); 
hContour.ContourZLevel = jj/10; end; hh=colorbar('fontsize',12); 
ylabel(hh,'Magnetic Field Intensity |H(X,Y)|[A/m]','FontWeight','Bold','FontSize',15); 
S=streamslice(X,Y,Hx,Hy,2); set(S,'Color','r','LineWidth',1);  
[X1,Y1,Z1] = cylinder(r);surf(X1,Y1,Z1); axis('equal','tight','square');  
text(-4*r,0,1.2,'\bf |H(x,y)|','FontSize',14); text(-4*r,0,0.22,'\bf |H(x,y)|','FontSize',14) 
text(-4.5*r,0,0.1,'\bf H-force line','FontSize',14); text(0,0,1.1,'\bf Wire','FontSize',20,'Color','r') 
H2=Hx.^2+Hy.^2; Wm=sum(sum(H2(X.^2+Y.^2>r^2)))*4e-7*(8*r/N)^2; L=Wm/I^2; 
title(['\bfWire Inductance per unit length {\itL} = ',num2str(L),'[H/m]'])  
xlabel('\bfX-axis'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); zlabel('\bfZ-axis'); view(3) 
 
What is the compass needle alignment if it was put nearby the wire in the XY-plane of XZ-plane? As the 
distance from the wire center rises 2 times in the XY-plane, the strength of the H-field produced by the current increases 
or decreases and how much. Apply Right-Hand-Rule (Figure 1.6.15 in Section 1.6.16) to the H-force red lines 

 



and get the current direction. How much current is needed to produce B-field as strong as Earth’s B-field that 
is around (0.25 – 0.65)*10-6 [T]?  
Which of the following statements is true: i) H-field is proportional to the current I, ii) It is inversely 
proportional to the distance R, iii) H-field is in the direction perpendicular to the straight wire and radius-
vector R, iv) H-field increase in the direction of z-axis?  
If an average bolt of lightning carries an electric current of 30 kA, what is the H- and B-field intensity at the 
distance of 1m and 1 km from it? Compare the estimated value with Earth’s B-field.  
What is the work done by a B-field force to displace a charged particle flowing along the z-axis? Give reasons 
to support your answer (Check Lorentz’s Force Equation in Section 1.5.2). 
Read in Figure 1 the wire inductance L per its unit length and explain the connection between this parameter 
and magnetic energy stored around the wire (Check the expression (3.31) in Chapter 3). How such inductance 
depends on wire diameter? Give reasons supporting your answers. Run the script to be sure in your knowledge. 
 
 
1.2M H-fields due to a steady electric current carried by two infinitely long non-magnetic perfectly 
conducting wires in the z-direction1. Suppose a steady currents I of congruent or reverse direction flows 

along the wires of the same diameter d. The separation between wires is equal 
to D. A current supply generating the currents is supposed to be located 
somewhere at one of the infinity ends and therefore may be ignored. In case of 
reverse currents, the wires should be regarded as shorted at the second infinity 
end while the current in the -z direction in the right conductor is returned in the 
left conductor thereby moving in the opposite direction.  
Sketch out the 2D equipotential lines of H-force in the XY-plane (the same 
for 𝑩𝑩 = 𝜇𝜇0𝑯𝑯) produced by the wires carrying the conjugate or opposite 
currents. Then copy, paste, and run the following script into Matlab Command 
Window and compare the plots with your sketches. Explain differences if you 
found them. In Figure 1 the equipotential lines and matching colorbar 
correspond to the vector potential   𝑨𝑨 = 𝒛𝒛0𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)[(J/m)/A]2 (check Sections 
4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.1.7) that is parallel to the current flow (look at the equation 
(4.24) in Chapter 4). This vector characterizes the energy accumulated into 

magnetic fields per wire unit length and current. It plays in magnetostatic a role similar to electric potential 
Ue in electrostatic and has in case of wires similar structure of equipotential lines (Compare with the problem 
1.11E).  
 
clc; close all; clear;  
Is=input('Enter 1 if current directions are congruent and -1 if opposite:  '); 
I=input('Enter the electric current I[A]:  '); d=input('Enter the wire diameter d [m]:  '); 
fprintf(2,'D >> d for congruent currents and no restriction for opposite currents\n') 
D=input('Enter the wire separation D > d:  '); 
N=input('Enter the number of mesh-segments N <= 400 to avoid long calculations:  '); 
x = linspace(-2*D,2*D,N); y = linspace(-2*D,2*D,N); [X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y); 
p1=sqrt(D^2-d^2)/2; RR=sqrt(X.^2+Y.^2);  R1=abs(RR.^2+p1^2+2*p1*X); R2=abs(RR.^2+p1^2-2*p1*X);  
Az=(log(R1)+Is*log(R2))*I*2e-7; Az(((X+D/2).^2+Y.^2)<=(d/2)^2 | ((X-D/2).^2+Y.^2)<=(d/2)^2)=nan;  
[Cx,Cy]=gradient(Az,4*D/N,4*D/N); Hx=Cy/(4e-7*pi); Hy=-Cx/(4e-7*pi);  
f3=figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); grid minor; hold on 
hLines = streamslice(X,Y,Hx,Hy,1);set(hLines,'Color','r'); 
if Is<0; L=4e-7*log(abs(2*D/d+sqrt((2*D/d)^2-1))); %inductance per unit length in [H/m] 
title(['\bf Inductance {\it L} per unit length = ',num2str(L),' [H/m]'],'FontSize',15); end;  
for jj=1:5; [~,hContour]=contour(X,Y,Az,100); hContour.ContourZLevel = jj/5; end; hh=colorbar('fontsize',12); 
ylabel(hh,'Magnetic Potential Az(X,Y)[W/(A/m^2)]','FontWeight','Bold','FontSize',15); 
[X1,Y1,Z1] = cylinder(d/2,200); mesh(X1+D/2,Y1,Z1,'facecolor','k'); mesh(X1-D/2,Y1,Z1,'facecolor','k'); 
                                                           
1 For more details look through MIT OpenCourseWare at https://ocw.mit.edu/resources/res-6-001-
electromagnetic-fields-and-energy-spring-2008/chapter-8/08.pdf   
2 On page 169 in Chapter 4 the unit dimension for vector-potential is indicated incorrectly.  

 

https://ocw.mit.edu/resources/res-6-001-electromagnetic-fields-and-energy-spring-2008/chapter-8/08.pdf
https://ocw.mit.edu/resources/res-6-001-electromagnetic-fields-and-energy-spring-2008/chapter-8/08.pdf


patch(X1(1,:)+D/2,Y1(1,:),0*X1(1,:),'k'); patch(X1(1,:)-D/2,Y1(1,:),1+0*X1(1,:),'k') 
axis('equal','tight','square'); caxis([min(min(Az)) max(max(Az))]); view(3); xlabel('X-axis'); ylabel('Y-axis');  
zlabel('Z-axis'); text(-2*D,0,1.2,'\bf Az(x,y)','FontSize',14); text(-2*D,0,0.43,'\bf Az(x,y)','FontSize',14) 
text(-2*D,0,0.1,'\bf H-force line','FontSize',14); figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0.1 0.3 0.3]); grid minor;  
t1=streamslice(X,Y,Hx,Hy,1);set(t1,'Color','r'); axis('square','tight'); xlabel('\bfX-axis'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); title('\bfH-force Lines') 
if Is==-1; figure(3); hold on; A1z=(log(R1)+Is*log(R2))*I*2e-7;  contour(X,Y,A1z,100); axis([D/2-d D/2+d -d d]); 
Ii=find(A1z==max(max(abs(A1z)))); Xl=X(Ii); the=0:pi/50:2*pi; x0=1e-3*cos(the)+Xl(1); y0=1e-3*sin(the); 
plot(x0,y0,'LineWidth',4,'Color','r'); x1=(d/2)*cos(the)+D/2; y1=(d/2)*sin(the); plot(x1,y1,'LineWidth',1,'Color','k'); 
line([D/2 D/2],[-d d],'Color','k','LineStyle','--'); text(Xl(1),0,['  X = ',num2str(Xl(1)),';  Y = ',num2str(0)]);  
xlabel('X-axis'); ylabel('Y-axis'); end; axis('square','tight') 
 
Explain the reason why H-force lines (shown in red) and equipotential lines of vector potential form an 
orthogonal grid (Hint. According to (4.19) 𝑩𝑩 = 𝛁𝛁 × 𝑨𝑨) while they compose themselves into the endless 
repetition of identical structures along the z-axis. It looks like part of lines are not closed. Is it a sign of 
magnetic charges’s existance somethere? Explain.   
Examine two cases: the thin wire (d = 0.02m, for example) and relatively thick wire of d = 0.1m. What is in 
common and what are the main differences? Estimate and explain the intensity of H-field midway between 
wires? How are H-fields oriented relative to the wires? Where and why is the maximum strength of H-fields 
located? How and why does this strength depend on the wire diameter? Give reasons to support your answers. 
Looking at the graph could you predict the force value and direction between wires carrying congruent and 
opposite currents? Does this force cause the wire to attract or repeal (Hint. Look at the expression (1.4) and 
Lorentz’s force equation (1.13))? 
May we store energy in H-fields? Explain the magnetic energy 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚 meaning. Does it similar to potential or 
kinetic energy? What kind of sensor can be used to detect and measure the 𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚 presence? Where the maximum 
of accumulated magnetic energy is located according to the graphs in Figure 1? What parameter serves as a 
gauge of energy normalized to the current values (Look at the equation (3.31) in Chapter 3)? The calculated 
inductance of wire line per unit length is printed on the top of Figure 1. Experiment with different d and D 
and explain the results. Give reasons to support your answer.  
Extra Credit:  Explain why in case of reverse currents H-force lines in Figure 2 (scaled down from Figure 1) 
are the circles with shifted origin. Is it true that H-field appears as if one had filamentary z-oriented currents 
placed inside the wires and slipped from their center? The red spot and coordinate readings in Figure 3 
illustrate this effect. Additionally, Figure 3 demonstrates the contour lines (colored circles) of vector potential 
inside and nearby the wire (black ring). The black dotted line indicates the position of the wire origin. Note 
that the vector potential is continuous across the boundary and inside the wires, i.e. magnetostatic fields freely 
penetrate into and cross conductive non-magnetic materials like gold, silver, copper, or aluminum.  
 
1.3M H-fields due to a steady electric current carried by the infinitely long conductive rectangular 
wire in the z-direction3. The rectangular wire is used for winding coil of transformers, rotating machines, 

generators, welders and other electric devices. By nature of its shape, flat 
cable occupies roughly half the space of comparable round cable thereby 
delivering both space and weight savings. The mechanical, electrical, and 
thermal performance is also improved. 
Suppose a steady current I flows along the wire of the rectangular shape 𝑎𝑎x𝑏𝑏 
[m]. Sketch out the 2D equipotential lines of H-force (the same for   𝑩𝑩 =
𝜇𝜇0𝑯𝑯) produced by the wire in the XY-plane. Then copy, paste, and run the 
following script into Matlab Command Window and compare the plot with 
your sketch. Explain differences if you found them. The colors in Figure 1 
indicate the magnitude of the B-field strength (blue = low, red = high). Rotate 
the image you have received and pay attention to all aspects of the vector 

                                                           
3 K. J. Binns, The analytical and numerical solutions of electric and magnetic fields, John Wiley & Sons, 
New York, pp. 70-72, 1995 and http://users.ntua.gr/pgeorgil/Files/C62.pdf  

 

http://users.ntua.gr/pgeorgil/Files/C62.pdf


potential and H-force line distribution. Especially examine fields’ structures in the XY-plane shown in Figure 
2 where the black rectangle is the transparent wire cross-section image.    
 
clc; close all; clear; I=input('Enter the electric current I[A]:  '); 
a=input('Enter the wire cross-section size a [m]:  '); b=input('Enter the wire cross-section size b [m]:  '); 
N=input('Enter the number of segments N <= 300:  '); 
c=max(a,b); x = linspace(-2*c,2*c,N); y = linspace(-2*c,2*c,N); [X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y); 
am=a-X; bm=b-Y; ap=a+X; bp=b+Y; t1=am.*bm.*log(am.^2+bm.^2);  
t2=ap.*bm.*log(ap.^2+bm.^2); t3=am.*bp.*log(am.^2+bp.^2); 
t4=ap.*bp.*log(ap.^2+bp.^2); t5=am.^2.*(atan(bm./am)+atan(bp./am)); 
t6=ap.^2.*(atan(bm./ap)+atan(bp./ap)); t7=bm.^2.*(atan(am./bm)+atan(ap./bm)); 
t8=bp.^2.*(atan(am./bp)+atan(ap./bp)); Az=-(I*1e-7/(4*a*b))*(t1+t2+t3+t4+t5+t6+t7+t8);  
[Cx,Cy]=gradient(Az,4*c/N,4*c/N); Hx=Cy/(4e-7*pi); Hy=-Cx/(4e-7*pi); 
f3=figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); grid minor; hold on 
hLines = streamslice(X,Y,Hx,Hy,4);set(hLines,'Color','r'); 
text(2*c,-2*c,1.2,'\bf Az(x,y)','FontSize',14); text(2*c,-2*c,0.6,'\bf Az(x,y)','FontSize',14) 
text(2*c,-2*c,0.2,'\bf H-force line','FontSize',14)  
for jj=1:2; [Nam,hContour]=contourf(X,Y,Az,100); colormap(jet(64)); colorbar; 
hContour.ContourZLevel = jj/2; end; zl=zlabel('Z-axis');set(zl,'FontSize',14);    
axis('tight'); xl=xlabel('X-axis'); set(xl,'FontSize',14); yl=ylabel('Y-axis');set(yl,'FontSize',14)  
verts = ([-a/2 -b/2 0;-a/2 b/2 0;a/2 b/2 0;a/2 -b/2 0;-a/2 -b/2 1;-a/2 b/2 1;a/2 b/2 1;a/2 -b/2 1]);  
face = [1 2 3 4;5 6 7 8;3 4 8 7;1 2 6 5;2 3 7 6;1 4 8 5]; view(29,30)  
h = patch('Faces',face,'Vertices',verts,'FaceColor','k','EdgeColor','w'); alpha(h,0.12) 
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]*0.8); grid minor; hold on 
contourf(X,Y,Az,100); colormap(jet(64)); colorbar; px = [-1 -1 1 1]*a/2; py = [-1 1 1 -1]*b/2; 
patch(px, py, 'Black','LineWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',.2); axis('square','tight') 
H2=Hx.^2+Hy.^2; Wm=sum(sum(H2))*4e-7*(4*c/N)^2; L=Wm/I^2; 
title(['\bfWire Inductance per unit length {\itL} = ',num2str(L),'[H/m]'])  
 
 
Examine several cases: the sheet wire (a = 0.1m, b = 10m, for example), relatively “fat” wire (a = 1m, b = 
1m, for example) and several variants between. What is in common and what are the main differences? How 
to explain the absence of the edge effect described in Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3?  What is H-field orientation 
above and below the sheet wire? What do the H-force lines in Figure 1 resemble being far from the sheet or 
“fat” wire? Look again at the images from the problem 1.1M. Could we expect the same field behavior for 
wires of any cross-section shape? Read in Figure 2 the wire inductance L per its unit length and explain the 
connection between this parameter and magnetic energy stored around the wire (Check the expression (3.31) 
in Chapter 3). How such inductance depends on wire sizes and its aspect ratio a/b? Give reasons supporting 
your answer.  
Suppose an infinitely long cylindrical wire carrying steady current in parallel to the sheet wire current was 
put at some distance above or below the sheet. Does the interaction force push the round wire up or down? 
Does this force depend on the separation and current mutual orientation? Might a copper or aluminum sheet 
between these two wires have a shielding effect by reducing the interaction force? Replace the cylindrical 
wire with a jet of high energy electrons (Strahl) from the Sun, and you are in astronomy business. 
Pick up all other appropriate questions from the problems 1.1M and 1.2M and ask the instructor for additional 
questions.  
In conclusion, note that the model of the current thin sheet is not so abstract. The largest occurring current 
sheet in the Solar System is the so-called Heliospheric current sheet, which is about 10,000 km thick, and 
extends from the Sun and out beyond the orbit of Pluto, i.e. 4.44 billion km or 3.67 billion miles (read 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sheet).  
 
1.4M E- and H-fields produced by a finite wire with the steady filamentary current. Before starting the 
analysis of this problem, let’s make a few remarks. The title tells us that the steady conductivity current is 
somehow supported in the wire of finite length. It is correct if this wire piece is a segment of a longer wire 
with the battery connected somewhere. But the current setting does not contain any current source that makes 
this problem not physical and in contradiction with the law of current continuity established in Section 1.6.16 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sheet


of Chapter 1. To put it simple, if a conductive wire carries current, every instant 
electrons must enter the wire from one end, then leave it, and reach another end. 
It means that it must exist the time-dependent excess of electrons at one end of 
wire and their sink at the other. Therefore, one wire end is charged positively 
while the other one negatively. If it is so, the time-dependent displacement 
current and E-field must be produced in the wire vicinity. For more details look 
through the paper “About the magnetic field of a finite wire” by T. Charitat, F. 
Graner, European Journal of Physics, vol. 24, 20034. Matlab script below was 
written in accordance with the equations published by J. L. Jimenez, I. Campos 
and N. Aquino “Exact electromagnetic fields produced by a finite wire with 

constant current,” European Journal of Physics, vol. 29, 20085.  
Suppose a steady current I flows along the wire of length L [m]. Sketch out the equipotential of E- and H-
lines (the same for   𝑩𝑩 = 𝜇𝜇0𝑯𝑯) produced by the wire. Then copy, paste, and run the following script into 
Matlab Command Window and compare the plot with your sketch. Explain differences if you found them. 
Figure 1 illustrates H-force lines (red) in Z = 0 cross-section and equipotential lines of H-field in multiple 
cross-sections along the z-axis. To initiate these images just press any key on your keyboard. The numbers on 
the right tell the cross-section position and peak of H-field strength at the same z-coordinate. The small 
picture-in-picture on the left is the zoomed H-force line pattern in the wire vicinity. Figure 2 depicts E-field 
equipotential lines in two cross-sections at some moment of time t after the current was established. The 
source of these E-fields is the charges ±𝐼𝐼 ∗ 𝑡𝑡 accumulated at the wire ends.    
 
clc; close all; clear; I=input('Enter the electric current I value [A]:  '); 
fprintf(2,'\nDiameter wire D is assumed fixed and equal to 0.02m\n'); 
L=input('Enter the wire length L >> D [m]:  '); R0=L/2; N=200; D=0.02; 
x=linspace(-2*R0,2*R0,N); y=linspace(-2*R0,2*R0,N); z=linspace(-2*L,2*L,N); [X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(x,y,z); 
R=sqrt(X.^2+Y.^2); Phi=atan2(Y,X); Rm=-(Z-L/2)./sqrt(R.*2+(L/2-Z).^2); 
Rp=(Z+L/2)./sqrt(R.*2+(L/2+Z).^2); H=(1./(4*pi*R)).*(Rm+Rp); 
H(X.^2+Y.^2<=D^2/8)=nan; Hx=H.*cos(Phi); Hy=H.*sin(Phi); 
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); grid minor; axis('square','tight'); hold on; view(3); 
xlabel('\bfX-axis'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); zlabel('\bfZ-axis'); vals = linspace(-2*L,2*L,21); 
h=contourslice(X,Y,Z,H,[],[],vals(1),80); X2=squeeze(X(:,:,N/2)); Y2=squeeze(Y(:,:,N/2));   
H2x=squeeze(Hx(:,:,N/2)); H2y=squeeze(Hy(:,:,N/2)); h2=quiver(X2,Y2,-H2y,H2x,4);set(h2,'Color','r') 
text(-1,1,0.2,'\bfH-force Lines Pattern (Z = 0)','Color','r'); plot3([1 -1 -1 1 1]*2*R0,[-1 -1 1 1 -1]*2*R0, [0 0 0 0 0],'r') 
p1=[0 0 -L/2]; p2=[0 0 L/2];pts = [p1;p2]; line(pts(:,1), pts(:,2), pts(:,3),'LineWidth',4, 'Color','k') 
title('\bfH-field Equipotential Lines') 
%   
for id = vals; delete(h); h=contourslice(X,Y,Z,H,[],[],id,80); colormap(jet(10))  
hh=colorbar('fontsize',12); h3=caxis; delete(hh); axis([-2*R0,2*R0 -2*R0,2*R0 -2*L,2*L]);  
text(0,-4*R0,id,['Z = ',num2str(id),'[m];   H-field max = ',num2str(h3(2)),'[A/m]']);  
disp('Press Any Key'); w = waitforbuttonpress; end; 
axes('position',[.14 .175 .24 .20],'Box','on'); indexOfInterest = (X2.^2+Y2.^2<=R0^2/20); 
h3=quiver(X2(indexOfInterest),Y2(indexOfInterest),-H2y(indexOfInterest),H2x(indexOfInterest),2);  
title('\bfZoomed H-force Lines Pattern (Z = 0)'); axis square; grid minor; set(h3,'Color','r') 
xlabel('X-axis'); ylabel('Y-axis'); hold off 
% Electric Potential 
t=1e-2; 
Ue=I*t.*(1./sqrt(R.*2+(L/2-Z).^2)-1./sqrt(R.*2+(L/2+Z).^2)); figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6]); 
grid minor; axis('square','tight'); hold on; view(-11,19); colormap(jet(64)); hh=colorbar;  
ylabel(hh,'Ln(|E(x,y,z)|) [V/m]]','FontWeight','Bold','FontSize',15); 
[Ey,Ex,Ez]=gradient(Ue); E=sqrt(Ex.^2+Ey.^2+Ez.^2); LE=log(E); 
contourslice(X,Y,Z,LE,0,[],[],80); hhh=contourslice(X,Y,Z,LE,[],[],[L/2,-L/2],80); colormap(jet(64)); 
title('\bf Equipotential Lines of E-field Logarithm','FontSize',14); xlabel('\bfX-axis'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); zlabel('\bfZ-axis') 
 

                                                           
4 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/4cbc/855cef4bca5e0124089a3c33d66060ba955c.pdf and 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0303103.pdf  
5 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/1262/23c74bf7d73759fc79fb657d29b45a98e11d.pdf  
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0303103.pdf
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First off all, answer the questions given in problem 1.1M. Then compare H-field distribution shown in Figure 
1 and corresponding one in problem 1.1M. Explain the differences. Give reasons supporting your answer. 
Sketch the profile of H-field maximum as a function of z-coordinate and give a reasonable justification of it. 
Now look at the Figure 2 and save it for comparison. Then run the script in problem 1.1E for two charges Q= 
[1.-1] located at {x=[0,0], y=[0,0], z=[-L/2,L/2]} where L is the numerical value you have enter. Why are 
they so similar? What is the mutual orientation E- and H-fields? If they are orthogonal and exist 
simultaneously their vector product 𝑺𝑺 = 𝑬𝑬x𝑯𝑯 is nonzero. Does it mean that a finite wire with the stationary, 
i.e. being static by its nature, current is able to radiate EM waves? It is important to point out that static E-
fields does not depend upon stationary H-fields and vice versa. Hence, it is impossible for E- and H-fields to 
be "creating" each other. We discussed this paradox in Section 3.1.7 of Chapter3. 
 
1.5M H-fields due to a steady electric current carried by the circular loop/coil of conductive wire. 
Assume a circular filamentary loop of radius R in the plane normal to rZ-plane at Z = 0 carrying a steady 

current 𝑰𝑰 shown as a red arrow.  Both the observation point M as 
well the vector H of the magnetic field (and inductance 𝑩𝑩 =
𝜇𝜇0𝑯𝑯) are located in the rZ-plane. Due to the rotation symmetry 
relative to the z-axis, the H-field structure is independent of the 
𝜑𝜑-coorinate and reproduced identically in any containing z-axis 
plane (illustrated in pale blue). Sketch out the 2D equipotential 
lines of H-force produced by the loop and equipotential line of 
|H(r,z)|. Then copy, paste, and run the following Matlab script. 
Explain differences if you found them. You can check the 
equations behind this code by reaching the website6.  

What is the H-field orientation at the center of the loop and how is this field oriented relative to the plane of 
the coil?  Where and why is the maximum strength of H-fields located? How and why does this strength 
depend on the coil radius? What is the shape of H-force lines nearby the coil wire (black traces in Figure 2)? 
What is the compass needle alignment in this H-field? Apply Right-Hand-Rule (Figure 1.6.15 in Chapter 1) 
to get the current direction. It looks like part of lines are not closed. Is it a sign of magnetic charges’s existance 
somethere? Explain.   
 
clear,clc; close all;NN=300; 
D=input('Enter the current loop diameter D < 4 [m]: ');R=D/2; 
d=input('Enter the wire cross-sectional diameter d <= D/10 in [m]: ');  
I=input('Enter the loop current I[A]: '); 
ro=linspace(0,2*D,NN); z=linspace(-2*D,2*D,NN); [Ro,Z]=meshgrid(ro,z);  
a=Z.^2+Ro.^2+R^2; b=2*R*Ro; k=2*b./(a+b); c=sqrt(Z.^2+(R+Ro).^2); 
d1=R^2+Ro.^2+Z.^2; d2=R^2-Ro.^2-Z.^2; d3=(R-Ro).^2+Z.^2; [K,E]=ellipke(k); 
Hr=-2*I*Z.*(K-E.*d1./d3)./(c.*Ro)/(4*pi); Hz=2*I*(K+E.*d2./d3)./c/(4*pi); H=sqrt(Hr.^2+Hz.^2); 
H(((Ro-R).^2+Z.^2)<=(d/2)^2 | ((Ro+R).^2+Z.^2)<=(d/2)^2)=nan; 
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); grid minor; axis('square','tight'); hold on; 
hLines1 = streamslice(Ro,Z,Hr,Hz,3); set(hLines1,'Color','r');  
hLines2 = streamslice(-Ro,Z,-Hr,Hz,3); set(hLines2,'Color','r');  
xlabel('-2D \leq r \leq 2D','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',20);  
ylabel('-2D \leq z \leq 2D','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',20); 
R1=1.05*R; r1=0.95*R; the=linspace(0,2*pi,200); r_out=ones(size(the))*R1; 
r_in=ones(size(the))*r1; rr = [r_out;r_in]; the = [the;the]; 
xx = rr.*cos(the); yy = rr.*sin(the); zz = zeros(size(xx)); 
hSurface=surf(xx,yy,zz); direction = [1 0 0]; rotate(hSurface,direction,90) 
view(113,37); text(0,2*D,0.02,'\bf H-force line','FontSize',20,'Color','r') 
[C,h1]=contour(Ro,Z,H,160); [C,h2]=contour(-Ro,Z,H,160);  
h1.LineWidth = 2; h2.LineWidth = 2; h1.Color='g'; h2.Color='g'; 
text(2*D,-D,0.02,'\bf |H(r,z)|=const.','FontSize',20,'Color','g') 

                                                           
6 http://www.kurtnalty.com/ClosedLoopFormulasForAandBwithCode.pdf. You can also find an animation in 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeEO7kARIK8.  

 

http://www.kurtnalty.com/ClosedLoopFormulasForAandBwithCode.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeEO7kARIK8


H2=H.^2; H2(isnan(H2))=[]; H2(isinf(H2))=[]; 
Wm=4e-7*pi*NN*pi*(D/NN)^3*sum(sum(H2))*2*pi; L=Wm/I^2; 
title(['\bfLoop Inductance {\itL} = ',num2str(L),'[H]']) 
L=0.0002*pi*D*(log(8*D/d)-1.75)*1e3*1e-6 
k1=sqrt(D*(D-d))/(D-d/2); [K1,E1]=ellipke(k1); LL=4*pi*1e-7*(D-d/2)*((1-k1/2)*K1-E1) 
 
Compare Figures 2 depicting H-force lines for the loop and two-wire line with reverse current. Explain their 
similarity. Estimate the direction of the magnetic moment of the loop (expression (1.8) in Chapter 1). Explain 
why the application of a solenoid, long coil of wire wrapped in many turns, may improve the H-field 
uniformity along the z-axis (see problem1.7M). Extra Credit: expend the script adding additional coils to 
check it or run the Matlab script below and analyze the results.  
Read in Figure 2 the loop inductance L and explain the connection between this parameter and magnetic 
energy stored around the loop (Check the expression (3.31) in Chapter 3). How such inductance depends on 
wire diameter? Give reasons supporting your answers.  
Note in concussion that in the loop produced from superconducting wire so-called persistent (i.e. not requiring 
an external power supply) current will flow and thus maintain a magnetic field for months.  
 
1.6M H-fields due to a steady electric current carried by the ractagular loop of conductive wire. 

A square wire loop of size a x b lies in the XY plane with its 
center at the origin and sides parallel to the x- and y-axes. A 
steady current I runs around the loop. Sketch out the 
equipotential lines of H-force produced by the loop and 
equipotential line of |H(x,y,z)|. Then copy, paste, and run the 
following Matlab script. Explain differences if you found them. 
Press any key on your keyboard to get progressive images. 
  
clear,clc; close all; a=input('Enter the current loop dimention a < 2 [m]: ');  
b=input('Enter the current loop dimention b < 2 [m]: ');  
I=input('Enter the loop current I [A]: '); 

v3=input('Enter 1 for 3D-movie and 0 for 2D :'); a1=a/2; b1=b/2; N=200;  
x=linspace(-4*a,4*a,N); y=linspace(-4*b,4*b,N); z=linspace(-3,3,N); [X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(x,y,z);  
r1=sqrt((a1+X).^2+(Y+b1).^2+Z.^2); r2=sqrt((a1-X).^2+(Y+b1).^2+Z.^2);  
r3=sqrt((a1-X).^2+(Y-b1).^2+Z.^2); r4=sqrt((a1+X).^2+(Y-b1).^2+Z.^2);  
Ax=(I/4*pi)*log((r1+a1+X).*(r3-a1+X)./((r2-a1+X).*(r4+a1+X))); 
Ay=(I/4*pi)*log((r2+b1+Y).*(r4-b1+Y)./((r3-b1+Y).*(r1+b1+Y))); 
[dAxx,dAxy,dAxz]=gradient(Ax,8*a/N,8*b/N,6/N); [dAyx,dAyy,dAyz]=gradient(Ay,8*a/N,8*b/N,6/N); 
Hx=-dAyz; Hy=dAxz; Hz=dAyx-dAxy; H=sqrt(Hx.^2+Hy.^2+Hz.^2); LH=log(H); 
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); grid minor; axis('square','tight'); hold on; 
H2=H.^2; H2(isnan(H2))=[]; H2(isinf(H2))=[]; Wm=4e-7*pi*2*a*b*(8/N)^2*(6/N)*sum(sum(sum(H2)))/N;  
L=Wm/I^2; title(['\bfLoop Inductance {\itL} = ',num2str(L),'[H]']) 
plot3([-a -a a a -a]/2,[b -b -b b b]/2,[0 0 0 0 0],'-m','LineWidth',4); vals = linspace(-2,2,21); 
h=contourslice(X,Y,Z,H,[],[],vals(1),50); xlabel('\bfX-axis'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); 
if v3==1; view(3); end; for id = vals; delete(h); h=contourslice(X,Y,Z,H,[],[],id,50); 
axis([-4*a,4*a -4*b,4*b -2,2]); hh=colorbar('fontsize',12); h3=caxis; 
ylabel(hh,'H-field |H(X,Y)|[A/m]','FontWeight','Bold','FontSize',15); if v3==1 
text(0,-4*a,id,['Z = ',num2str(id),';   H-field max = ',num2str(h3(2))]); end; 
disp('Press Any Key'); w = waitforbuttonpress; end; hold off; 
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[.2 .2 .8 .8]); grid minor; hold on; axis('square', 'tight');  
contourslice(X,Y,Z,LH,[],0,[],60); contourslice(X,Y,Z,LH,0,[],[],60);contourslice(X,Y,Z,LH,[],[],0,60); 
text(max(x),0,0.9*max(z),'\bfXZ-plane','Color','k','FontSize',15) 
text(0,min(y),.9*max(z),'\bfYZ-plane','Color','k','FontSize',15) 
xlabel('\bfX-axis'); ylabel('\bfY-axis'); zlabel('\bfZ-axis'); 
title(['\bfLogarithm of H-field Equipotential Lines']); 
v1=[0,0,3]; v2=[0,0,-3]; v=[v1;v2]; plot3(v(:,1),v(:,2),v(:,3),'--k','LineWidth',2) 
ch=colorbar; ylabel(ch,'Ln(|H(X,Y,Z)|)[A/m]','FontWeight','Bold','FontSize',15); view(-163,20); 
 

 



Note that now there is no axial symmetry relative to any coordinate axis, i.e. the vector is 𝑯𝑯 = 𝒙𝒙0𝐻𝐻𝑥𝑥 +
𝒚𝒚0𝐻𝐻𝑦𝑦 + 𝒛𝒛0𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧 as well as inductance 𝑩𝑩 = μ0𝑯𝑯. First off all, answer the questions given in problem 1.5M. Then 
compare H-field at the center of square loop a x a with that at the center of a circular loop of diameter a. 
Examine and comment H-field variations along z-axis. Read Section 2.1.2 in Chapter 2 about the torque in H-
field and applications a rectangular loop in electrical motors and generators. You can check the equations 
behind this code by reaching the website7. 
 
1.7M H-fields due to a single layer solenoid carrying a steady electric current. A solenoid may be 

described as N turns of enameled wire tightly wounded on a cylindrical 
form of radius a and length L. Generally, the term solenoid implies 
helical coil of wire whose diameter is small compared to its length, i.e. 
aspect ratio L/a >> 1. Evidently, it may be considered as the series of 
N closely loops (see problem 1.5M) arranged sequentially and pushed 
close to be connected to each other and carry the same current in the 
same direction. Look at the short animation for 4 loops with current at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLPml5ZCTLc.  Due to the clear 

rotation symmetry relative to the z-axis, H-field structure of solenoid is the function of 𝜌𝜌- and z-coordinates 
only reproducing identically in any plane crossing z-axis. Sketch out the equipotential lines of H-force 
produced by the solenoid and equipotential line of |H(𝜌𝜌,z)|. Then copy, paste, and run the following Matlab 
script.  
 
clc; close all; clear; a=input('Enter the solenoid radius 0 < a < 2: ');  
L=input('Enter the solenoid length L > 4a: '); N=100; I=input('Enter current I [A]: '); 
rho=linspace(1e-4,4*a,N); z=linspace(-L,L,N); [Rho,Z]=meshgrid(rho,z);  
for i=1:N; for j=1:N; fun = @(phi,z1) cos(phi)./sqrt(Rho(i,j).^2+a^2+(Z(i,j)-z1).^2-2*a*Rho(i,j).*cos(phi)); 
A(i,j) = integral2(fun,0,pi,-L/2,L/2); end; end; A=A*I/(4*pi*L); 
[Fr,Fz]=gradient(A,4*a/N,2*L/N); Hr=-Fz; Hz=A./Rho+Fr; H=sqrt(Hr.^2+Hz.^2); 
Wt=sum(sum(H.^2)); Wi=sum(sum(H(Rho<=a & abs(Z)<=L/2).^2)); Ratio=100*Wi/Wt; 
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); grid minor; hold on;  
hLines = streamslice(-Rho,Z,-Hr,Hz,8); set(hLines,'Color','r'); hLines = streamslice(Rho,Z,Hr,Hz,8); set(hLines,'Color','r'); 
[C,h1]=contour(Rho,Z,H,50); h1.LineWidth = 2; h1.Color='g'; [C,h1]=contour(-Rho,Z,H,50); h1.LineWidth = 2; h1.Color='g';  
t=0:0.1:100*L; st=a*sin(t); ct = a*cos(t); Max=max(max(H)); h=plot3(st,-L/2+t/100,ct,'LineWidth',1,'Color','k','LineStyle','-'); 
title(['\bf Fraction of Magnetic Energy Stored inside Solenoid = ',num2str(Ratio),'%']); view(-82,72); hold off 
r0=1e-3; w1=interp2(rho,z,H,r0,z); f2=figure(2); movegui(f2,'northwest'); grid minor; hold on; zlim([0 Max]); 
hm1=mesh(rho,z,H); alpha(hm1,0.2); hm1=mesh(-rho,z,H); alpha(hm1,0.2); view(106,57); 
fill3([0 0 0 0 0],[-1 -1 1 1 -1]*L,[0 1 1 0 0]*Max,'r'); hold off 
ylabel('Z-axis'); xlabel('\rho-axis'); zlabel('Magnitude H(\rho,z) [A/m]'); 
z0=0; w2=interp2(rho,z,H,rho,z0); f3=figure(3); movegui(f3,'northeast'); grid minor; hold on; zlim([0 Max]); 
hm2=mesh(-rho,z,H); alpha(hm2,0.2); hm2=mesh(rho,z,H); alpha(hm2,0.2);  
fill3([-1 -1 1 1 -1]*4*a,[0 0 0 0 0],[0 1 1 0 0]*Max,'r'); view(-172,56); hold off 
ylabel('Z-axis'); xlabel('\rho-axis'); zlabel('Magnitude H(\rho,z) [A/m]'); 
f4=figure(4); grid minor;movegui(f4,'southwest'); hold on; d=linspace(0,Max,100); 
plot(z,w1); plot(L/2+0*d,d,'r'); plot(-L/2+0*d,d,'r'); A1=find(abs(z+L/2)<=1e-1);B1=w1(A1); z1=z(A1); 
A2=find(abs(z-L/2)<=1e-1);B2=w1(A1); z2=z(A2); z1=mean(z1); B1=mean(B1); z2=mean(z2); B2=mean(B2); 
text(z1,B1,num2str(B1)); text(z2,B2,num2str(B2)); ylim([0 Max]); text(z(end/2),Max,num2str(Max)) 
plot(z,B1+0*z,'--r'); hold off; xlabel('Z-axis'); ylabel('Magnitude H(0,z) [A/m]') 
f5=figure(5); movegui(f5,'southeast'); grid minor; hold on; 
plot(rho,w2,'b'); plot(-rho,w2,'b'); plot(a+0*d,d,'r'); plot(-a+0*d,d,'r') 
A2=find(abs(rho-a)<=1e-1);B2=w2(A2); rho2=rho(A2); rho2=mean(rho2); B2=mean(B2); 
text(rho2,B2,num2str(B2)); text(-rho2,B2,num2str(B2)); ylim([0 Max]); text(rho(1),Max,num2str(Max));  

                                                           
7 https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/jres/105/4/j54mis.pdf and read the paper Martin Misakian, “Equations for 
the Magnetic Field Produced by One or More Rectangular Loops of Wire in the Same Plane,” Journal of 
Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, Volume 105, Number 4, 2000 
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t=[-rho(:);rho(:)]; plot(t,B2+0*t,'--r'); hold off; xlabel('\rho-axis'); ylabel('Magnitude H(\rho,0) [A/m]') 
 
5 figures are supposed to pop up. Figure 1 demonstrates H-field pattern inside and outside the solenoid. The 
surface plot in Figure 2 illustrates the H-field intensity versus coordinates. Figure 3 helps understand the 
profile of H-field strength along the solenoid center (𝜌𝜌 = 0). The surface plots in Figure 4 and Figure 2 are 
identical but the plot in Figure 2 focuses on H-field variations in the transverse cross-section (z = 0). Finally, 
Figure 5 helps understand the profile of H-field strength at this cross-section. Now you can check your 
drawing looking at Figure 1.Explain differences if you found them.  
Read the title of this figure and explain how the solenoid is able to concentrate the magnetic energy so nice. 
(Hint. Since the wire turns are extremely close to each other, their transverse components of magnetic fields 
between neighboring turns are effectively canceled while the longitudinal components are summarized inside 
the solenoid). What is the source of this energy and where is it located? Is this stored energy belongs to the 
class of kinetic or potential?  Does each turn of wire exert an attractive or repulsive force on the next adjacent 
turn depending on the direction of current in the solenoid? (Hint. Check Lorentz’ force equation in Section 
1.5.2 of Chapter 1). By which parameter the stored magnetic energy is measured? (Hint. Check the expression 
(3.31) in Chapter 3). How this parameter depends on solenoid diameter and its length? Give reason supporting 
your answers and provide the experiment using Matlab script to be sure your answers are correct. 
Strength of the magnetic field can be increased by: a) increasing the current in the solenoid; b) increasing the 
number of coils in the solenoid; c) using a soft iron core within the solenoid. What is correct? 
What is the predominant orientation of H-force line inside the solenoid? Estimate the location of the highest 
intensity of H-field? What has happened with H-fields at the solenoid ends and why? Apply the right hand 
rule to find out the direction of the electrical current carried by the solenoid. 
Now look at the pictures in Figure 2 and 4 reflecting the fact that the magnetic field intensity drops almost in 
half at the ends of a solenoid from its peak at the center. The same effect according to the plot in Figure 3 and 
5 is observed also in the transverse direction. Discuss this issue with your instructor.  

How are the North and South poles of a solenoid positioned? Can be they reverse 
by current direction switching? What is the compass needle alignment if it was put 
nearby the solenoid? 
Proton is moving along the z-axis of a carrying current solenoid. What will be the 
force acting on the particle according to Lorentz’s force equation? 
Could you offer the solution that is minimized fringe fields at the solenoid ends? 
Bent a solenoid into  donut/toroid shape. What structure of H-fields inside and 

outside should you expect? More question you can get from your instructor.  
You can check the equations behind this code following the book and website8 
 

                                                           
8  John David Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, 3rd edition, Willey & Sons,  1998, 
https://nukephysik101.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/finite-length-solenoid-potential-and-field.pdf  

 

https://nukephysik101.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/finite-length-solenoid-potential-and-field.pdf


1.8M Wireless power transmission (WPT) through inductive coupling9. WPT is old as history of 
electricity itself. The picture on 
the left is copied from the book 
“The Story of Great Inventions” 
by Elmer Ellsworth Burns 
published in 1910. The idea 
behind this power transfer is 
Faraday’s Law of 
electromagnetic induction 
discovered in 1831 (see Figure 1.6.10 in Section 1.6.11) and illustrated by 
the drawing on the right. This energy transfer technology through magnetic 

near-field interaction is very popular now and used to charge the batteries in mobile phones, notebook PCs, 
electric vehicles, light‐emitting diodes, integrated circuits, and other equipment without the need for a wire 
connection. 
 
clc; close all; clear; b=0.06; %radius of the receiver coil 
a=0.06; %radius of the transmitter coil 
Nt=20; %number of turns of the transmitter coil 
Nr=20; %number of turns of the receiver coil 
D=linspace(0.016,0.25,1e2); % Coils’ Distances  
mu=4*pi*1e-7; f=1e5; omega=2*pi*f; 
for i=1:length(D); A=(a^2+b^2+D(i)^2)/b^2/a^2; B=2/a/b; beta=sqrt(2*B/(A+B)); 
[K,E] = ellipke(beta); M(i)=Nt*Nr*2*mu*sqrt(A+B)/B*((1-beta^2/2)*K-E); end 
R1=1.34; R2=1.32; Rl_matched=sqrt(R2^2+omega^2.*M.^2*(R2/R1));  
eta=((omega^2.*M.^2.*Rl_matched)./(R1.*(R2+Rl_matched).^2+omega^2.*M.^2.*(R2+Rl_matched)))*100; 
figure(1); plot(D,M,'-r'); xlabel('\bfDistance between First and Second coil [m]') 
ylabel('\bfMutual inductance M [H]'); grid minor 
text(0.05,5.4e-5,'\bfOperation Frequency is 100 kHz'); text(0.05,5.2e-5,'\bfRadius of First coil is 6cm (2.36in)') 
text(0.05,5.0e-5,'\bfRadius of Seconde coil is 6cm (2.36in)'); text(0.05,4.8e-5,'\bfNumber of turns of First coil is 20') 
text(0.05,4.6e-5,'\bfNumber of turns of Second coil is 20') 
figure (2); plot(D,eta,'-r'); xlabel('\bfDistance between First and Second coil [m]') 
ylabel('\bfPower transfer efficiency (%)'); grid minor; text(0.05,92.6,'\bfOperation Frequency is 100 kHz') 
text(0.05,92.1,'\bfRadius of First coil is 6cm (2.36in)'); text(0.05,91.6,'\bfRadius of Seconde coil is 6cm (2.36in)') 
text(0.05,91.1,'\bfNumber of turns of First coil is 20'); text(0.05,90.6,'\bfNumber of turns of Second coil is 20') 
 
1.9M  Faraday’s Law of Electromagnetic Induction and Lenz’ Law. Magnet Moving Through a 
Coil.10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
9 Great appreciation to Calhoun: The NPS Institutional Archive for permission to use data from the thesis 
“Power transfer efficiency of mutually coupled coils in an aluminum AUV hull” by James M. Cena, 2013, 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.1016.8405&rep=rep1&type=pdf  
10 Great appreciation to Prof. Ian Cooper, School of Physics University of Sydney, 
cooper@physics.usyd.edu.au, for permission to use his Matlab script. 
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clear all; close all; clc 
    xmax = 40.1; xmin = -30; N = 200; Ni = round(N * 12 / 50);  
   figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]); hold on 
   set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]); set(gca,'Xlim',[xmin xmax]); set(gca,'xcolor',[1 1 1]); set(gca,'ycolor',[1 1 1]); 
% plot coil ----------------------------------------------------------- 
   Lw = 2; xc1 = -8; xc2 = 8; plot([xc1,xc2],[5 5],'k','linewidth',Lw); hold on 
   plot([xc2,xc2],[1 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); plot([xc1,xc2],[10 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); 
   plot([xc1,xc1],[1 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); plot([xc1,xc1+6],[1 1],'k','linewidth',Lw); 
   plot([xc2,xc2-6],[1 1],'k','linewidth',Lw); x1 = linspace(xc1,xc2,20); x2 = x1 + 0.5; 
   rectangle('Position',[-2,-1,4,4],'Curvature',[1 1],'linewidth',Lw) 
   ht = text(-0.5,1,'\bfA'); set(ht,'FontSize',22,'Color','g'); text(3,0,'\bfCurrent Direction','Color','k','FontSize',18) 
   y1 = 5*ones(20,1); y2 = y1 + 5; for c = 1 : 19; plot([x1(c),x2(c)],[y1(c),y2(2)],'k','linewidth',Lw); end; plot(x1,y1) 
% plot current graph axes --------------------------------------------  
   xd = 20; Lw1 = 1;  plot([-xd,xd],[-8,-8],'k','linewidth',Lw1); 
   plot([-xd,-xd],[0,-16],'k','linewidth',Lw1); text(-21,-8,'\bf0','FontSize',18); 
   text(17,-9,'\bftime','FontSize',18); text(-26,-2,{'\bfCurrent','Magnitude','(Arbitrary','Units)'},'FontSize',18); 
%plot current ------------------------------------------------------- 
   A = 0.5; Lw2 = 2; xi = linspace(-20,0,N/2); yi = A^2 ./(A^2 + (-xi-5).^2); yi = 8 .* yi./max(yi) - 8; yi(end) = -8; 
   xj = linspace(-0,20,N/2); yj = A^2 ./(A^2 + (-xj+5).^2); yj = -8 .* yj./max(yj) - 8;yj(1) = -8; 
% plot magnet -------------------------------------------------------   
   xp = [xmax-10,xmax-5]; yp = [9,9]; hp = area(xp,yp,6); set(hp,'Facecolor',[1 0 0],'EdgeColor',[1 0 0]); 
   xq = [xmax-5,xmax]; yq = [9,9]; hq = area(xq,yq,6); set(hq,'Facecolor',[0 1 0],'EdgeColor',[0 1 0]); 
   text(xp(1)+1,yp(1)-1,'\bfN pole','Color',[0 0 1]); text(xq(1)+1,yq(1)-1,'\bfS pole','Color',[0 0 1]); 
 % set up graph window ------------------------------------------------ 
   axis([xmin xmax -25 10]); axis equal; set(gca,'Xlim',[xmin xmax]); set(gca,'Ylim',[-18 15]); 
   set(gca,'xcolor',[1 1 1]); set(gca,'ycolor',[1 1 1]); M = getframe; [im,map] = rgb2ind(M.cdata,256,'nodither');   
   im(1,1,1,10) = 0; 
% move magnet ---------------------------------------------------------- 
dx = (abs(xmin) + xmax - 10)/N; for c = 1 : N; hp = area(xp,yp,6); set(hp,'Facecolor',[1 1 1],'EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
   hq = area(xq,yq,6); set(hq,'Facecolor',[1 1 1],'EdgeColor',[1 1 1]);  
   text(12,12,'\bfN pole - B_{induced} ~ Force Repelling Magnet','Color','k','FontSize',18); 
   ht = text(8,11,'\rightarrow'); set(ht,'Fontsize',32,'Fontweight','bold','Color',[1 1 1]);      
% plot coil 
   plot([xc1,xc2],[5 5],'k','linewidth',Lw); plot([xc2,xc2],[5 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); plot([xc1,xc2],[10 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); 
   plot([xc1,xc1],[5 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); y1 = 5*ones(20,1); y2 = y1 + 5; 
  for cc = 1 : 19; plot([x1(cc),x2(cc)],[y1(cc),y2(2)],'k','linewidth',Lw); end; plot(x1,y1,'k','linewidth',Lw); 
% plot magnet      
   xp = xp - dx; xq = xq - dx; hp = area(xp,yp,6); set(hp,'Facecolor',[1 0 0],'EdgeColor',[1 0 0]); hq = area(xq,yq,6); 
   set(hq,'Facecolor',[0 1 0],'EdgeColor',[0 1 0]); text(xp(1)+1,yp(1)-1,'\bfN pole','Color',[0 0 1]); 
   text(xq(1)+1,yq(1)-1,'\bfS pole','Color',[0 0 1]); 
% plot coil 
   plot([xc1,xc2],[5 5],'k','linewidth',Lw); plot([xc2,xc2],[5 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); 
   plot([xc1,xc2],[10 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); plot([xc1,xc1],[5 10],'k','linewidth',Lw); 
   y1 = 5*ones(20,1); y2 = y1 + 5; 
     for cc = 1 : 19; plot([x1(cc),x2(cc)],[y1(cc),y2(2)],'k','linewidth',Lw); end; plot(x1,y1,'k','linewidth',Lw) 
 % plot point on current graph 
   if c < N/2, plot(xi(c),yi(c),'go'); end; if c > N/2, plot(xj(c-N/2),yj(c-N/2),'go'); end; 
   if c < N/2; ht = text(3,1.6,'\rightarrow'); set(ht,'Fontsize',32,'Fontweight','bold','Color',[0 1 0]); 
   else; ht = text(3,1.6,'\rightarrow'); set(ht,'Fontsize',32,'Fontweight','bold','Color',[1 1 1]);     
   ht = text(3,1.6,'\leftarrow'); set(ht,'Fontsize',32,'Fontweight','bold','Color',[0 1 0]); end 
 % plot Binduced arrow 
   if c < N/2; text(12,12,'\bfN pole - B_{induced} ~ Force Repelling Magnet','FontSize',18); 
   ht = text(8,11,'\rightarrow'); set(ht,'Fontsize',32,'Fontweight','bold','Color',[0 0 1]);   
   else; text(-35,12,'\bfN pole - B_{induced} ~ Force Attracting Magnet','FontSize',18); 
   ht = text(-12,11,'\leftarrow'); set(ht,'Fontsize',32,'Fontweight','bold','Color',[0 0 1]); end; pause(0.01); end 
  plot(xj,yj,'k','linewidth',Lw2); plot(xi,yi,'k','linewidth',Lw2); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




